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Book
Bio
What if one promise
could save your child’s life,
would you make it?

Category: Children’s
Size: 8 X 10
Language: English

WHAT IS A
Pinky Promise?
A promise between a child
and a responsible adult.
The child promises to tell
the responsible adult
anything that make them
uncomfortable,
and the responsible adult
promises to listen, believe, and
protect the child.

PINKY PROMISE
BREAKING THE CODE OF SILENCE!
Pinky Promise is about one of the most sensitive topics that so often goes without
thorough discussion, Child Sexual Abuse.
This book was written to assist you with starting the conversation in a way that
encourages the child’s comfort with disclosing secrets.
Pinky Promise provides narrative and illustrations of realistic scenarios, and
demonstrates how some unfortunate behaviors, to which children and adults are
often oblivious, can serve as warning signals of abuse.
This book is not a fairytale, rather it is an educational tool with the primary focus
of forging of an agreement between child and a responsible adult that will
reassure the promise of your protection.

Book Excerpt

Connect with
Alicia
Alicia J. Turner, Author of Hey Ugly, a 2015 publication dedicated to
acknowledging childhood teasing attributed to bullying and the lasting
impression towards self-esteem.
She is passionate about impacting the lives of others. She creates her
stories based on real life topics that are relevant to both children and
adults, implementing a unique message in each book she writes.
Drawing on her own relationship with her son, Alicia created a certificate
of promise between adult and child, included in the book, to help parents,
caregivers, and educators, guarantee their commitment to listen, believe,
and protect.

The characters and events in this book are fictitious.
Any similarity to real persons, living or dead,
is coincidental and not intended by the author.

www.aliciajturner.com

